THE-SPHERE.COM, an exclusive site
for the happy few

What do the hype characters of our world have in common? They are all
part of THE-SPHERE.COM, the new exclusive online club relating everyone
that counts throughout Europe from stock market and business tycoons,
to law firms dragoons, leaders of the art and fashion markets
and jet setters …
THE-SPHERE is THE unique social network of the “Extreme Luxury”.

The concept arises from a simple observation : dragged into an over speed way
of life, many men and women, in their thirties, forties or fifties, single, married or
divorced, with or without children, cannot simply find the time to organise
properly their social life and time of leisure.
These urban executives, however absorbing their jobs and well balanced their
personal finances, are overwhelmed by their frantic timetables and find it hugely
tiresome to organise a lover’s weekend, a birthday party or a family holiday.

They deserve a little help and can afford the best
Being one of them, the founder of the concept has carefully screened the issue
and developed original and inventive answers. Though he prefers not to advertise
his name, he is happy to spell out his motives: “My idea is to develop a totally efficient
tool enabling such a cosmopolitan elite, choosy in its tastes and choices,
to simply get the best it can.”

Personalised janitor and caretaker services:
Whenever you fancy renting a mansion in Scotland, lease a yacht to sail
to Porto-Cervo, find a tailor in Milano, a jeweller in Jaïpur, find tickets for the sold-out
latest Broadway show, have a present delivered 5,000 km away, have your passport
immediately renewed, or simply hire a chauffeur and a limousine.
Whatever the needs of its members, THE-SPHERE answer is “no limit, your wishes become
orders”. Whether in offering information or in setting up projects, THE-SPHERE brings in
tailor made solutions.
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Expand its social and professional sphere:
Joining THE-SPHERE gives a first class opportunity to widen one’s social and professional
network. THE-SPHERE is not shy in stating that it is an elitist venture.
This select community has more to offer than online and virtual contacts.
Its aim is to pave the way to unforgettable private parties, since, let’s not be shy
about it, THE-SPHERE would be proud if it can led up to love stories and allow singles
not to remain on their own.

Exclusive services:
Owing to an exceptional selection of partners with five star hotels groups,
airlines, Spas, THE-SPHERE will enable its members to have access to every possible
top customer’s discounts.

A sophisticated and elegant site:
THE-SPHERE starts with a sophisticated though easy website offering the latest design
choices with its black screen background, adorned with a moon crescent logo.
It features the most up to date web developments, from mailbox to diary,
all appearing in English on the front page.
All facilities are provided to its users to create groups, send invitations,
and bring in useful links.
It features a brand new geolocalization technology allowing every chatter to find out
immediately from where his contacts are connecting. This is a brand new option
which enables its users to locate instantly on a world map where each online member
is connecting from.
One cannot but mention the impressive address book listing the best restaurants
and cooks, the private sales fashion and gift shops, selected lawyers,
medical doctors, etc…
Members will be encouraged in asking online for specific information and receive
all possible assistance in their various dealings such as a daytime passport renewal
to an overnight concert ticket.
THE-SPHERE will provide its members with an unprecedented year calendar of major
events from horse racing to film festival, arts fairs, world sports events, etc…
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A European network and soon worldwide:
THE-SPHERE starts as a European outfit – France, Italy, The United-Kingdom, Germany,
Switzerland, Monaco, … - and aims at expanding throughout the world.

How to join?
Future members will have to jump two hurdles:
First, an entrance fee, a respectable amount designed to show the implication
of the applicant.
Then a selection committee, THE-SPHERE will accept - only with a unanimous vote –
as members those who will bring in their talents to the other members.
“This double hurdle, says the Founder, works as a filter in order to guarantee
the seriousness of its members and allow an efficient working of the club.”
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